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Abstract

This paper presents novel evidence for the prevalence and the determinants of

choice bracketing in strategic environments. If a two-stage pairwise elimination

contest is presented in a “separate reward” frame, where stage-1 winners receive

an immediate material reward, decision makers tend to bracket narrowly by choos-

ing stage-1 and stage-2 investment separately. By contrast, in a payoff-equivalent

“integrated reward” frame, where the only apparent reward on stage 1 is the right

to participate in stage 2, decision makers appear to bracket broadly. Disaggregate

data analysis and the results of control treatments provide no support for alterna-

tive explanations and suggest that narrow bracketing is related to cognitive capacity

limitation and the complexity of the decision environment.
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1 Introduction

“When making many choices, a person can broadly bracket them by assessing

the consequences of all of them taken together, or narrowly bracket them by

making each choice in isolation.” (Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin 1999, p. 171)

At least since the path-breaking work by Read and Loewenstein (1995) and Read, Loewen-

stein, and Rabin (1999), choice bracketing has been suggested as an explanation for many

behavioral regularities that are inconsistent with standard rational decision models.1 De-

spite its prevalence in colloquial discussions, there is surprisingly little systematic work on

the importance and the determinants of narrow bracketing, and evidence for the widely

shared conjecture that narrow bracketing is related to cognitive capacity limitations – go-

ing back to seminal contributions by Miller (1956), Kahneman (1973), and Simon (1957)

– is scarce.2 The existing evidence for narrow bracketing stems almost exclusively from

studies that investigate this phenomenon in combination with prospect-theoretic con-

cepts such as loss aversion or probability weighting (see, e.g., Benartzi and Thaler, 1995,

Gneezy and Potters, 1997, Langer and Weber, 2001, and Hilgers and Wibral, 2014), even

though those latter behavioral concepts are inherently different and not necessarily linked

to choice bracketing.

This paper presents novel evidence for the prevalence and the determinants of choice

bracketing. To investigate the importance and determinants of narrow choice bracketing

for individual behavior, we study two versions of a two-stage pairwise elimination contest

that differ only in how the rewards for winners are framed. In the “separate reward”

frame, stage-1 winners receive an immediate reward for winning the stage-1 interaction

before they compete for a second reward on stage 2. In the “integrated reward” frame,

however, stage-1 winners receive no immediate reward for winning the stage-1 interaction,

but only after the stage-2 winner is determined; the stage-2 winner is then rewarded for

winning both stages, while the stage-2 loser receives a reward for participating on stage

2. The effective rewards as well as the associated realization probabilities are identical

across reward frames, implying that the reward frame does not affect stage-1 or stage-2

investment choices in a standard framework with rational and forward looking decision

makers, independent of risk attitudes. The reward frame arguably matters for decision

makers who are prone to narrow choice bracketing in the sense of Read, Loewenstein, and

1The related but broader concept of mental accounting, which does not only refer to choice-related
evaluations of payoffs, goes back to Thaler (1985).

2The classical argument is that decision makers might bracket narrowly whenever broad bracketing
would involve computational demands that are not in relation to the gains from incorporating all con-
sequences of a particular choice. Recent support for this argument is provided by Abeler and Marklein
(2010).
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Rabin (1999), however, since the different frames are likely to affect how decision makers

perceive the decision environment.3 To illustrate the argument, notice that stage-1 win-

ners receive no immediate reward for winning stage 1 in the “integrated reward” frame.

This might induce participants to view the stage-1 interaction as a qualification stage,

thereby forcing them to take account of future stage-2 rewards already when choosing the

stage-1 investment. In contrast, if the two-stage contest is framed as a sequence of inter-

actions in each of which the winner receives a reward – as in the “separate reward” frame

– decision makers may be (more) inclined to bracket narrowly around investment choices

and focus only on the reward associated with the respective stage on which they currently

choose their investments. Intuitively, decision makers who bracket narrowly are likely to

omit the option value of future stage-2 rewards when choosing their stage-1 investment in

the “separate reward” frame, but not in the “integrated reward” frame. Consequently, a

model that incorporates choice bracketing predicts that stage-1 investment is lower in the

“separate” than in the “integrated reward” frame, while stage-2 investment is predicted

to be unaffected by the reward frame.

We test these predictions in a controlled laboratory experiment by implementing two

treatments, one with ‘separate rewards’ (SR) and the other one with ‘integrated rewards’

(IR). The data show that the investment choices of subjects on stage 2 are almost identical

across treatments, in line with the predictions of the standard rational-choice model as

well as the model accounting for choice-bracketing. At the same time, the reward frame

appears to strongly affect stage-1 investments. In particular, average stage-1 investments

are significantly lower in the SR treatment than in the IR treatment. This is inconsis-

tent with the prediction of the standard rational-choice model, but it is in line with the

choice-bracketing prediction. Further analysis of the data at the individual level provides

additional support for the choice-bracketing explanation of the observed treatment effect.

First, cognitive capacity – approximated by self-reported math grades – seems to matter

for the size of the treatment effect. Subjects who are satisfactory or worse in math invest

less in stage 1 of the SR treatment than in stage 1 of the IR treatment, while stage-1

investment choices of subjects with good or very good math grades do not differ across

treatments. Given that the decision environment with strategic interactions at multiple

stages considered here is fairly complex, this finding supports the conjecture that narrow

bracketing is a means for subjects with cognitive capacity limitations to reduce complex-

ity. In addition, we find little evidence that subjects with satisfactory or worse grades

learn to bracket broadly as they become more experienced; the treatment effect remains

3The focus of this paper lies on the investigation of narrow choice bracketing. To focus ideas, we
treat rational and forward looking decision making and broad choice bracketing as synonymous in what
follows.
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sizeable even after several rounds of the experiment. Second, we find that the treatment

difference is larger for subjects that reveal risk aversion in small-stakes lotteries, and just

as in case of math grades, the treatment effect of subjects whose choices reveal risk aver-

sion remains sizeable even after several rounds of the experiment. Since treatments are

designed such that both the standard rational-choice and the choice-bracketing prediction

are independent of risk attitudes, this finding provides evidence in support of a conjec-

ture by Rabin and Thaler (2001) according to which narrow bracketing contributes to

the excessive demand for risk premia in choices that involve small stakes. In particular,

it seems that decision makers who fail to integrate their wealth when evaluating small

stakes lotteries are likely to apply narrow choice bracketing.

To further investigate the determinants of narrow bracketing, we implement two con-

trol treatments SRc and IRc that have the same payoff structure as the baseline treat-

ments, but where the stage-2 interaction is replaced by a simple lottery. On the one

hand, this difference across main and control treatments reduces the complexity of the

stage-1 investment decision, as stage-2 winning probabilities are now exogenously given

rather than endogenously determined in a second strategic interaction. Specifically, there

is no need to think about either expected stage-2 opponent investment or own future

investment in stage 2. On the other hand, the control treatments introduce a variation

in the dimension around which decision makers may bracket narrowly or broadly. In

particular, by eliminating the choice on the second stage, the reward for winning stage 1

in the “separate reward” frame remains directly linked to a choice, whereas the reward

for winning stage 1 in the “integrated reward” frame might be seen as not directly linked

to a choice. This implies that decision makers who have a tendency to bracket narrowly

might actually invest higher amounts in SRc than in IRc, simply because they perceive

rewards associated with a choice in SRc, whereas they perceive rewards as linked to a

lottery rather than a choice in IRc. Choice bracketing should thus have opposing effects

in the control as compared to the main treatments. The data show that stage-1 invest-

ment choices are indeed differently affected by the reward frame in the control treatments,

suggesting that some decision makers fail to integrate rewards that are linked to choices

and lottery rewards, and bracket narrowly even in less complex environments.

The behavior observed in the control treatments also suggests that any difference in the

reward frame that is unrelated to choice bracketing, such as the label attached to rewards

in the experimental instructions or the size of rewards related to particular choices, are

unable to explain the pattern we observe, as these are identical across main and control

treatments. When analysing the data at the individual level, we find no evidence that

cognitive capacity matters for choice bracketing in the control treatments, in contrast
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to the behavior observed in the main treatments that are far more complex due to the

strategic interactions on stage 2. This indicates that limited cognitive capacity is not a

general proxy for narrow bracketing, but that it instead interacts with the complexity of

the decision environment.4 Just as in the main treatments, however, the findings indicate

that subjects whose choices exhibit risk aversion in small-stakes lotteries are more likely

to bracket narrowly. This suggests that the failure of subjects to integrate their wealth

when evaluating small stakes lotteries might indeed be a proxy for narrow bracketing

behavior in other settings.

The results of this paper contribute to the literature on narrow bracketing in sev-

eral dimensions. First, by documenting the prevalence of narrow bracketing using dif-

ferent reward frames in multi-stage elimination contests, the results suggest that narrow

bracketing might not only affect choices between given lotteries, as in, e.g., Tversky and

Kahneman (1981), Gneezy and Potters (1997), or Rabin and Weizsäcker (2009), but also

investment choices in the context of strategic interactions where the winning probabili-

ties and therefore the rewards are determined endogenously.5 Second, by investigating a

context where the payoffs of all decision makers are strictly positive, the results of this

study indicate that choice bracketing is not necessarily linked to other behavioral concepts

like loss aversion, while most existing contributions combine narrow bracketing with loss

aversion and investigate the joint effect of myopic loss aversion on behavior (Benartzi

and Thaler 1995, Gneezy and Potters 1997, Langer and Weber 2001). Third, this study

provides novel evidence on the determinants of narrow bracketing, lending support to the

conjectures of Miller (1956), Kahneman (1973), or Simon (1957) according to which cogni-

tive capacity limitations induce narrow bracketing behavior in complex decision problems.

The fact that we find little evidence for the importance of cognitive capacity limitations

in the comparably simpler control treatments suggests an interaction between cognitive

capacity, the complexity of the respective decision problem, and the prevalence of choice

bracketing. This complements earlier evidence by Frederick (2005) and Benjamin, Brown,

and Shapiro (2013) according to which individuals with lower cognitive capacity tend to

exhibit behavior that is less consistent with the predictions from rational choice models,

and evidence by Abeler and Marklein (2010) that individuals with lower cognitive ability

are more likely to apply mental accounting. Finally, the feature of our experimental de-

sign that behavior is independent of risk attitudes allows us to investigate the conjecture

by Rabin and Thaler (2001) that narrow bracketing matters for the frequently observed

4This might explain why previous studies that rely on choices between two simple lotteries – as
Rabin and Weizsäcker (2009), for example – find no link between measures of cognitive capacity and the
propensity of decision makers to bracket narrowly.

5The only other contribution we are aware of that investigates choice bracketing in the context of
strategic interactions is Ding (2012), who considers behavior of subjects in different roles of a trust game.
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excessive demand for risk premia in choices that involve small stakes. In line with their

arguments, we indeed find that subjects whose choices exhibit risk aversion in small-stakes

lotteries are more likely to bracket narrowly. This suggests that risk aversion expressed in

small-stakes lotteries might help to predict if a decision maker is likely to bracket narrowly

in other settings.

This paper also contributes to the literature on multi-stage promotion contests. In

particular, the results of this paper complement the results of Altmann, Falk, and Wibral

(2012), who find, based on evidence from lab experiments, that option values have power-

ful incentive effects in multi-stage promotion contests, in line with the seminal contribution

by Rosen (1986). Our results replicate their finding that subjects account for the option

value of future competition in stage 1 of the “integrated reward” frame – which is the one

they use in their experiments – and extend it by showing that subjects are more likely to

omit the option value in the “separate reward” frame. This paper also contributes to the

literature on optimal prizes in multi-stage contests. While existing studies investigate how

changes in the convexity of rewards across stages affects stage-1 and stage-2 behavior –

see, e.g., Delfgaauw, Dur, Non, and Verbeke (2015) or Stracke, Höchtl, Kerschbamer, and

Sunde (2014) – the results of the present paper show that a pure framing variation may

also have important implications for investment incentives. In this sense, this paper is

related to the contribution by Hossain and List (2012) who identify behavioral responses

to framing manipulations in a field experiment.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the formal

model and derives behavioral predictions. The experimental design is explained in Section

3. Section 4 presents and discusses the main findings, Section 5 discusses the plausibility

of alternative explanations, and Section 6 concludes.

2 Theoretical Analysis

2.1 The Model

Consider a two-stage pairwise elimination contest with four identical, risk-neutral agents.

As depicted in Figure 1, the four agents initially compete in pairs on stage 1 for two open

stage-2 positions. Subsequently, the two stage-1 winners compete against each other

on stage 2 to determine the winner of the contest. The reward for winning stage 1 is

∆1, and additional reward for also winning stage 2 is ∆2. In each interaction, agents

choose the amount they want to invest into the contest. Contest investments increase the

probability to win an interaction, but are costly independent of success or failure. For

each unit invested, an agent incurs the same constant marginal cost of one. In particular,
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Figure 1: Structure of the Contest
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the probability to win is given by a lottery contest success function à la Tullock (1980),

where – given individual (non-negative) investment choices xsi and xsj by agents i and

j (6= i) on stage s ∈ {1, 2} – the probability that agent i wins the stage-s competition

equals

psi(xsi, xsj) =

 xsi

xsi+xsj
if xsi + xsj > 0

1
2

if xsi = xsj = 0.

The equilibrium concept is subgame perfect Nash. Therefore, we start by solving the

stage-2 interaction, before considering the parallel stage-1 pairings.

Stage-2 Investment. Since agents are homogeneous, the identity of agents who com-

pete on stage 2 does not affect behavior. Therefore, it is without loss of generality to

consider the interaction between agents i and j. The formal optimization problem for

agent i reads

max
x2i≥0

Π2i(x2i, x2j) =
x2i

x2i + x2j

∆2 − x2i .

Combining first-order optimality conditions and imposing symmetry delivers stage-2 equi-

librium investment

x∗
2 ≡ x2i = x2j =

∆2

4
. (1)

Optimal stage-2 investment is thus fully determined by the reward ∆2 that is awarded to

the stage-2 winner. Inserting equilibrium investments in the respective objective function

delivers the value of participation in stage 2, i.e., the expected stage-2 equilibrium payoff.
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Defining Π∗
2 := Π2i(x

∗
2i, x

∗
2j) = Π2j(x

∗
2j, x

∗
2i) we obtain

Π∗
2 =

∆2

4
.

Reaching stage 2 thus has an expected value of Π∗
2 = ∆2/4 for agents who compete on

stage 1. Consequently, Π∗
2 is the relevant option value for the stage-1 investment decision.

Stage-1 Investment. As before, the identity of agents who compete against each other

in a pairwise interaction does not matter for the stage-1 solution, since agents are homoge-

neous by assumption. Therefore, it is without loss of generality to consider the interaction

between agents k and l (6= k). Agent k faces the optimization problem

max
x1k≥0

Π1k(x1k, x1l) =
x1k

x1k + x1l

[∆1 + Π∗
2]− x1k.

First-order and symmetry conditions jointly determine stage-1 equilibrium investment.

Inserting the formal expression for Π∗
2 gives

x∗
1 ≡ x∗

1k = x∗
1l =

4 ·∆1 + ∆2

16
. (2)

Optimal stage-1 investment is thus determined by two components: First, investment

increases in the reward ∆1 for winning stage 1. Second, winning stage 1 entails an option

value of future competition on stage 2. Forward-looking agents take this into account,

such that stage-1 investment is also increasing in the reward ∆2 that is awarded to the

stage-2 winner.

2.2 Framing of Rewards

Recall that the two agents who lose on stage 1 receive no reward, that the agent who wins

the stage-1 interaction but loses on stage-2 receives ∆2, and that the agent who wins on

both stages receives the sum ∆1 + ∆2.

There are different framing variants that achieve this allocation of rewards. First,

rewards for winning stage 1 and stage 2 can be separated, as depicted in Figure 2(a).

In this separate-reward frame (SR), each stage-1 winner receives the reward ∆1 before

competing on stage 2. Subsequently, the two stage-1 winners compete for the remaining

reward ∆2 on stage 2. Alternatively, rewards for winning stage 1 and stage 2 can be

integrated, as in the integrated-reward frame (IR) depicted in Figure 2(b). In this case,

the stage-2 winner receives the sum ∆1 + ∆2 for winning both stages, while the stage-2

loser receives the reward ∆1 for participating on stage 2 (i.e., winning stage 1).
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Figure 2: Separate and Integrated Rewards
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(a) Separate Rewards (SR)
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(b) Integrated Rewards (IR)

In the absence of discounting across stages, the framing of rewards leaves investment

incentives unaffected. To illustrate this claim, assume that all agents share a common

utility function U(·) and receive some initial endowment ω prior to the competition to

cover contest investments.6 Figure 2 provides all possible outcomes both in the separate-

and integrated-reward frame and shows that the final payoff is independent of framing,

even if decision makers are risk averse. Intuitively, it is irrelevant for an agent who wins

stage 1 whether he receives the reward ∆1 before or after choosing stage-2 investment, as

long as he cares about final wealth.

The framing of rewards might affect how agents perceive the decision environment,

however. In particular, note that the separate-reward frame presents the contest as a

sequence of two interactions. The winner of each interaction receives a reward, while the

loser receives nothing. This allows decision makers to mentally separate the stage-1 from

the stage-2 interaction. When deciding on their stage-1 investments, decision makers are

thus more likely to focus entirely on the immediate reward accruing on stage 1, ignoring

the option value to receive additional rewards in future interactions in case they prevail

on stage 1. The integrated-reward frame, however, presents the contest as a sequence of a

qualification-stage without rewards and final-stage with rewards for both the winner and

the loser. Given that stage-1 winners receive no immediate reward, agents are forced to

6The endowment is necessary if decision makers are risk averse and also part of the experimental
design – see section 3 for details.
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take the final stage into account and integrate all rewards when choosing their stage-1

investment. In particular, the only reason for a non-zero investment choice on stage 1 is

the prospect to receive a reward on stage 2. In this sense, the integrated-reward frame

enforces forward-looking behavior. The framing of rewards might thus induce different

degrees of choice bracketing: Separate rewards allow decision makers to bracket narrowly

by focussing entirely on the current stage, while integrated rewards force decision makers

to take the next stage into account and bracket broadly instead.

2.3 Theoretical Predictions

Let x∗
1(T) and x∗

2(T) be the stage-1 and stage-2 equilibrium investment choices in reward

frame T = {SR,IR}. Then,

Proposition 1 (Rational Choice). If decision makers are fully rational, optimizing, for-

ward looking and not discounting, the reward frame leaves equilibrium investment choices

in a two-stage pairwise elimination contest unaffected – independent of risk attitudes:

(a) x∗
1(SR) = x∗

1(IR)

(b) x∗
2(SR) = x∗

2(IR).

Proof. Follows directly from Figure 2.

Consider next decision makers that are prone to choice bracketing. Choice bracketing

in the separate-reward frame implies that decision makers omit the option value of fu-

ture competition when choosing stage-1 investment – in contrast to the integrated-reward

frame which induces decision makers to bracket broadly.7 Stage-1 investment is thus pre-

dicted to be lower in the immediate- than in the integrated-reward frame – see equation

(2) which shows that stage-1 equilibrium investment increases in the value of future com-

petition. Stage-2 investment is unaffected by choice bracketing, however, since equilibrium

investment is independent of future or previous choices – see equation (1).

Proposition 2 (Choice Bracketing). If decision makers are prone to choice bracketing, the

framing of rewards affects stage-1 equilibrium investment choices in a two-stage pairwise

7Strictly speaking, the rational-choice model implies broad bracketing but not vice versa. What we
have in mind is that the behavior of decision makers prone to choice bracketing is likely to be affected
by the reward frame. In particular, choice bracketing decision makers employ narrow choice bracketing
in the separate reward frame, as compared to broad choice bracketing in the integrated-reward frame.
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Figure 3: Experimental Treatments: SR (left) and IR (right)
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elimination contest, but leaves stage-2 investment unaffected.

(a) x∗
1(SR) < x∗

1(IR)

(b) x∗
2(SR) = x∗

2(IR).

Proof. Follows directly from equations (1) and (2).

3 Design of the Experiments

Experimental Treatments and Parameters. The experimental design features two

main treatments which only vary in how the rewards are framed. In particular, ∆1 = 72

and ∆2 = 96 hold in both treatments. Subjects in treatment SR – short for ‘separated

rewards ’ – were told to receive the reward ∆1 = 72 immediately after winning stage 1.

In contrast, subjects were informed that rewards are awarded only after the realization

of the stage-2 outcome in the ‘integrated reward ’ treatment IR. The sequence of events in

the treatments SR and IR is illustrated in Figure 3.

For each of the two main treatments, SR and IR, we ran 5 sessions. In addition, we

conducted 2 sessions each of two control treatment SRc and IRc that are discussed in

section 4.3. All sessions were computerized, using the software z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007).

The 280 subjects were students from the University of Innsbruck and recruited using

ORSEE (Greiner 2004). The experimental currency was defined such that 200 units cor-

responded to 1.00 Euro. Sessions lasted approximately 70 minutes (including distribution

of instructions at the start and payment at the end of the session). Participants earned

between 9 and 13 Euro (approximately 11 Euro on average).

Implementation. The protocol in an experimental session was identical across treat-

ments: First, the subjects received some general information about the experimental
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session, including the information that the experiment had two parts. Then, instructions

for part 1 of the experiment – either treatment SR, IR, SRc, or IRc – were distributed.8

After each subject confirmed on the computer screen that he/she had read the instruc-

tions, subjects had to answer a series of control questions correctly to ensure that they

had fully understood the instructions. Each experimental subject then played 30 rounds

of the contest game in the respective treatment. Subjects were informed that the strategic

interaction was the same in each of the 30 decision rounds, but that subjects would be

randomly rematched before each new round. Matching groups corresponded to the entire

session. After each decision round, subjects were informed about their own decision, the

decision of their immediate opponent on stage 1 and stage 2 (if applicable), and about

their own payoff. This allows for an investigation of whether experimental subjects learn

when completing the same task repeatedly. To minimize the potential impact of income

effects, subjects were told that only four decision rounds (out of 30) would be chosen ran-

domly and paid out at the end of the experiment. In part 2 of the experiment, we used

a choice list similar to the one employed by Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, and Sunde (2010)

to elicit risk attitudes.9 At the end of the session individual information regarding socio-

economic characteristics was collected in a questionnaire. The questionnaire also asked

for the field of study and the last math grade in school. The questionnaire was not in-

centivized and participation was voluntary. The participation rate was nevertheless quite

high – between 85 and 100% responded, depending on the question asked. Participants

were informed about their earnings after the questionnaire.10

Decision Environment. The decision environment in the experiment was framed neu-

trally in that we did not relate the contest to a particular application. The Tullock-type

contest success function was explained to subjects using a lottery analogy: Participants

were told that they could buy a discrete number of balls in each interaction. The balls

8A translated version of the instructions is provided in Appendix B. The original instructions (in
German) are available from the authors upon request.

9In the Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, and Sunde (2010) procedure, each subject is exposed to a series of
choices between a safe payment (which is systematically varied) and a binary lottery (which remains
constant across choices). This is cognitively simpler than the procedure employed by Holt and Laury
(2002), where a subject is confronted with a series of choices between two binary lotteries that are
both varied systematically. The instructions which experimental subjects received right before the risk-
elicitation part are provided in Appendix B.

10Table 13 in Appendix A provides descriptive information about the balancing of the pool of subjects
across treatment, regarding field of study, gender, the last math grade in school, risk attitude and the
number of mistakes when answering the control questions. The absolute values suggest that subjects
are, on average, weakly risk-averse, fairly good in mathematics, frequently from the econ department,
and able to correctly answer the control questions. Regarding differences across treatments, the table
indicates that there are slightly more male students in the SR than in the IR treatment; yet, the difference
across treatments is insignificant (MWU-test: p= 0.1502). Risk attitudes, the share of students from the
econ department, the average math grade, and the number of incorrectly answered control questions are
almost identical across treatments.
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Table 1: Predictions – Treatments SR and IR

Decision Model Rational Choice Narrow Bracketing

SR IR SR IR

Stage-1 Investment (x1) 24 24 18 24

Stage-2 Investment (x2) 24 24 24 24

Prizes (∆1,∆2) (72,96) (72,96) (72,96) (72,96)

purchased by the subject as well as those purchased by their respective opponents were

then said to be placed in the same ballot box, out of which one ball was randomly drawn

subsequently. This setting reflects the experimental implementation of the Tullock (1980)

contest technology from the theoretical set-up. Participants had to buy (and pay for)

their desired number of balls before they knew whether or not they won a pair-wise in-

teraction in the contest. To avoid the possibility of losses and the associated limited

liability problems, each subject received an endowment of 240 points in each round. This

endowment could be used to buy balls in both stages, that is, a subject that reached

stage 2 could use whatever remained of the endowment (after the costs for the number of

balls acquired on stage 1 were deducted) to buy balls in the stage-2 interaction. Subjects

knew that the share of the endowment which they did not use to buy balls was added

to the payoffs of that round. Therefore, purchasing balls implies real (monetary) costs.

Since the endowment was as high as the sum of all prizes that were awarded in the con-

test, participants were not budget-constrained at any time. To ensure that the strategic

interaction is identical in each decision round, experimental subjects were told that the

endowment could only be used in a given round. This procedure is also conservative in

highlighting the connection between both levels in terms of the joint budget, thus biasing

behavior against finding a difference in the two treatments.

Testable Hypotheses. Table 1 presents the predicted choices of a risk neutral deci-

sion maker in a standard rational-choice model and in a setting characterized by choice-

bracketing as previously described. The numbers reveal that rewards ∆1 and ∆2 were

chosen such that incentives to invest are maintained across stages under risk neutrality.

Recall, however, that differences across treatments – on which the theoretical predictions

in section 2.3 are based – are independent of risk attitudes. Given that discounting across

stages is irrelevant in the experimental setting – subjects receive their final payoff at the

end of the experimental session in all treatments – Proposition 1 delivers the hypothesis

12



that, according to the standard model of rational choices, the reward frame does not affect

behavior:

x2(SR) = x2(IR) (3)

x1(SR) = x1(IR). (4)

The alternative hypothesis is based on the notion that decision makers apply some sort of

choice bracketing. For this case, Proposition 2 predicts that the reward frame influences

the decision to bracket narrowly or broadly, respectively. In particular, stage-1 investment

choices are predicted to differ across treatments (since decision makers view ∆2 = 0 in

condition (2) under choice bracketing), while stage-2 investments are predicted to be equal

across treatments:

x2(SR) = x2(IR) (5)

x1(SR) < x1(IR). (6)

Even though it seems that stage-1 behavior is sufficient to assess whether decision makers

are either rational and forward looking, or instead prone to choice bracketing, stage-2 be-

havior is crucially important for our hypotheses. Given that stage-2 behavior determines

the option value of future competition, differences in stage-2 investment affect stage-1

behavior whenever decision makers are bracketing broadly. In this sense, the equality of

stage-2 investment choices across treatments SR and IR that is predicted by conditions

(3) and (5) is a prerequisite for an assessment of the investment on the first stage.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Main Results

The results for treatments SR and IR are summarized in Table 2 in terms of the average

investment levels by stage and treatment. Consider stage-2 investment first. Recall that

stage-2 investment choices are predicted to be unaffected by the rewards frame and thus

identical across treatments SR and IR – independent of choice bracketing. The averages of

stage-2 investment across subjects in Table 2 – 43.237 in SR vs. 45.976 in IR – indicate that

what we observe in the experiments is qualitatively in line with this theoretical prediction.

Given that subjects interact repeatedly, receive feedback, and are randomly rematched

after each round, we must account for interdependencies across subjects within the same

session. When collapsing the data by treatment and stage on the session level across all

13



Table 2: Experimental Results – Treatments SR and IR

SR IR

Stage-1 Investment (x∗
1) 35.494 45.238

(1.874) (2.957)

Stage-2 Investment (x∗
2) 43.237 45.976

(1.852) (2.614)

Note: The numbers denote average investments across 30
decision rounds and all subjects (in experimental currency).
Standard errors are provided in parentheses.

decision rounds, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test (MWU-test) indicates that

stage-2 investments do not differ across treatments (p-value of 0.347) – as expected ac-

cording to the predictions (3) and (5). An alternative way to test these predictions is

regression analysis. We estimate a random effects model on the basis of individual deci-

sions, but allow standard errors to be clustered on the session level. Standard errors are

allowed to be correlated at the session level to account for the fact that matching groups

correspond to the entire session. All specifications include round fixed effects to control

for potential experience effects. Table 3 reports the results from regressions of individual

stage-2 investment on the treatment dummy SR. Column (1) provides the baseline specifi-

cation using stage-2 investment choices of all subjects and all rounds of the experiment. In

Column (2), additional control variables (gender, risk attitudes, econ major, self-reported

math scores, and the number of mistakes in the control questions) are included in the

specification. In light of evidence from previous contest experiments that risk attitudes

and gender matter for competitive behavior, one might want to rule out that lacking

randomization in these dimensions affects the results.11 Column (3) restricts attention to

investment decisions in the second half of the experiment (rounds 16-30). Throughout all

specifications, the results indicate that stage-2 investments are not significantly different

across treatments, as indicated by the insignificant coefficient of the treatment-dummy.12

Taken together, hypotheses (3) and (5) are not rejected by the data.

Result 1. In line with the standard rational-choice and the choice-bracketing predictions,

11The subject pool is fairly balanced across both treatments, as indicated in Table 13 in Appendix A
and Footnote 10 above.

12The table (and all subsequent estimation tables) report inference based on standard errors clustered
on the session level – see table notes for details. In Appendix A, we also report results from panel
regressions using session means (i.e., collapsing the data at the session-round level), with session random
effects and round fixed effects. The unit of observation in these regressions is a session round. The
regression results for different specifications are reported in Table 11. In particular, the investment
measure is the mean (columns (1) and (3)) or the median (column (2)), while the sample is restricted to
decision rounds 16-30 in the specification reported in column (3).
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Table 3: Testing Equality of Stage-2 Investment Across Treatments

Stage-2 Investment

(1) (2) (3)

Treatment SR -2.316 -3.134 0.550
(0.573) (0.266) (0.881)

[-12.17; 3.533] [-7.844; 0.054] [-9.542; 6.771]

Rounds all all 16–30
Round FE yes yes yes
Controls no yes no

Sessions 10 10 10
Individuals 200 200 200
Obs. 3,000 2,528 1,500

Note: Random-effects panel estimates; in parentheses: p-values based on boot-
strapped robust standard errors clustered on session level; in brackets: 95%
confidence interval of coefficient estimate based on standard errors clustered
on individual and session level (bootstrapped). IR is a dummy variable that
equals 1 in treatment SR and 0 in treatment IR. Control variables include gen-
der, risk attitudes, econ major, self-reported math scores, as well as the number
of mistakes in the control questions.

equality of stage-2 investment choices across treatments SR and IR is not rejected by the

data.

Even though the data is in line with the qualitative prediction regarding treatment dif-

ferences in stage-2 investment decisions, the comparison between realized and predicted

investment levels reveals that subjects invest more in absolute terms than predicted in

both treatments. This over-investment is a standard observation in the experimental con-

test literature, however. Previous research suggests that three aspects are likely to matter

for over-investment in the setting we consider:13 First, the endowment that experimental

subjects receive at the beginning of each decision round may lead to over-provision if sub-

jects perceive the endowment as ‘play money’ (Thaler and Johnson 1990). In this case,

subjects invest more due to this perception than they would without an endowment. A

second explanation for over-provision is that experimental subjects are prone to making

mistakes in experimental settings (Potters, de Vries, and van Winden 1998). If this is

the case, a higher endowment increases the strategy space and thus the chance to make

mistakes. Finally, subjects may experience a ‘joy of winning’ in strategic interactions,

which amplifies the valuation of rewards awarded in contests. Since individual invest-

13See Sheremeta (2013) for an excellent survey of the existing literature and an insightful discussion of
existing explanations for this phenomenon.
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ments are strictly increasing in rewards, non-monetary values of winning can rationalize

over-investment. We do not further elaborate on these explanations for over-provision

since all of them are orthogonal to the treatment variation we consider.14 In this sense,

over-investment should leave the hypotheses unaffected – the equality of stage-2 invest-

ment choices across treatments suggests that this is indeed the case.

Consider now the investment on stage-1. The rational-choice model with forward-

looking decision makers predicts that stage-1 investment choices are unaffected by the

reward frame – and are thus identical across treatments SR and IR. In contrast, choice

bracketing predicts that stage-1 investment is lower in treatment SR than in treatment

IR, since the reward frame SR facilitates the separation of decisions across stages and may

thus induce narrow bracketing. The averages of stage-1 choices across subjects in Table 2

– 35.494 in treatment SR vs. 45.238 in treatment IR – are consistent with the prediction

based on choice bracketing. Even though the absolute amount invested on stage 1 exceeds

the prediction from choice bracketing in both treatments, the relative magnitudes are

well in line with the choice-bracketing prediction. In particular, the choice-bracketing

prediction implies that stage-1 investment is 25% lower in SR than in IR if the option

value is not taken into account on stage 1. This is remarkably close to the 23% difference

in stage-1 investments across treatments – see tables 1 and 2 for details.

Statistical inference shows that the observed treatment effect is not only economically

sizeable, but also statistically significant. When collapsing the data by treatment and

stage on the session level across all decision round, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-

test (MWU-test) indicates that stage-1 investments are significantly higher in IR than in

DR (p-value of 0.047) – in line with the choice-bracketing prediction, but in contrast to the

rational-choice prediction. Employing similar panel estimation models as before confirms

this finding. The respective regression output is provided in Table 4. Regardless of the

specification and observation rounds used for the estimation, the estimated treatment

effect is always significantly different from zero.15 We summarize this as:

Result 2. The rational-choice prediction of equality of stage-1 investment choices across

treatments SR and IR is rejected by the data. By contrast, the choice-bracketing prediction

that stage-1 investment choices are higher in treatment IR than in treatment SR is not

rejected by the data.

14Further aspects that are likely to matter for over-investment, as well as references to papers that
explicitly test different potential explanations for over-investment are provided in the aforementioned
survey by Sheremeta (2013).

15In the Appendix, we collapsw the data at the session-round level and report estimates for mean or
median investment choices across all rounds – see Table 12. These results also confirm the main findings.
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Table 4: Testing Equality of Stage-1 Investment Across Treatments

Stage-1 Investment

(1) (2) (3)

Treatment SR -9.744 -8.989 -5.235
(0.003) (0.021) (0.037)

[-15.57; -2.671] [-15.12; -4.016] [-9.986; -1.058]

Rounds all all 16–30
Round FE yes yes yes
Controls no yes no

Sessions 10 10 10
Individuals 200 200 200
Obs. 6,000 5,103 3,000

Note: Random-effects panel estimates; in parentheses: p-values based on boot-
strapped robust standard errors clustered on session level; in brackets: 95%
confidence interval of coefficient estimate based on standard errors clustered
on individual and session level (bootstrapped). SR is a dummy variable that
equals 1 in treatment SR and 0 in treatment IR. Control variables include gen-
der, risk attitudes, econ major, self-reported math scores, as well as the number
of mistakes in the control questions.

4.2 Additional Evidence in Support of the Choice Bracketing

Explanation

Taken together, the observed behavior in the experiment is in line with the choice-

bracketing prediction, but not in line with the prediction from the standard rational

choice model. In the following, we provide more direct evidence supporting the choice-

bracketing explanation.

Cognitive Capacity Limitations. Among the most frequently mentioned reasons for

choice bracketing are cognitive limitations and inertia. Cognitive limitations of decision

makers might induce narrow bracketing due to misperception (Miller 1956), inattention

(Kahneman 1973), or analytical processing procedures in complex decision environments

(Simon 1957). This suggests that decision makers with comparatively low cognitive abil-

ities are particularly prone to choice bracketing. Intuitively, narrow bracketing substan-

tially simplifies the task with which subjects are confronted in the experiment: Subjects

who bracket broadly on stage 1 must account for their future stage-2 investment, the

expected stage-2 investment by the future opponent, as well as for the expected stage-1

investment by their immediate opponent when choosing their own stage-1 investment.

Decision makers who bracket narrowly, by contrast, need only an estimate for the stage-1
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Figure 4: Difference in Stage-1 Investments across IR and SR by Decision Round
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investment of their immediate opponent – which is arguably a much less demanding task.

Lacking a direct measure of cognitive ability, we use the self-reported high-school

math grade as a proxy for the cognitive ability of an experimental subject (see, e.g.,

Spinath et al., 2006). Figure 4 shows the average stage-1 investment difference across our

main treatments IR and SR by decision round separately for subjects who are good or

very good in math, and for subjects who are satisfactory or worse.16 The figure reveals

that the stage-1 treatment effect is inversely related to this proxy for cognitive ability.

Moreover, the evolution of the difference across decision rounds indicates that subjects

with better math grades learn that they initially might have made mistakes. After about

10 decision rounds, stage-1 investment choices of the subgroup whose proxy for cognitive

ability is high are almost identical across treatments. Learning is much less apparent in

the choices of subjects with a comparably lower cognitive ability index, however. For this

subgroup, the treatment effect remains sizeable throughout.

In order to formally test the hypothesis that cognitive limitations matter for the dif-

ferences between the stage-1 investment choices across treatments IR and SR, we replicate

the estimation analysis from before for the two subgroups separated by the self-reported

high-school math grade. In particular, we separately estimate the treatment effect for

subjects who self-report a good or very good math grade, and for subjects who self-report

a satisfactory or worse math grade using the same classification as in Figure 4. The re-

sults are displayed in Table 5. Consider subjects with satisfactory or worse math grades

and the respective entries in columns (1) and (2) first: According to Column (1), stage-1

investment choices differ significantly across treatments for this subgroup. Even though

16The threshold for splitting subjects corresponds to a math grade 2.3 (where 1 is the best and 5 is the
worst), which ensures that both subgroups are of almost equal size. Moreover, the threshold is close to
the mean math grade provided in Table 13.
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Table 5: Cognitive Ability and Stage-1 Investments Across Treatments

Stage-1 Investment

math satisfactory or worse math good or very good

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treatment SR -17.084 -13.441 -4.613 0.475
(0.001) (0.001) (0.457) (0.901)

[-22.53; -11.83] [-20.233; -7.622] [-16.782; 7.556] [-7.041; 7.991]

Rounds all 16–30 all 16–30
Round FE yes yes yes yes

Sessions 10 10 10 10
Individuals 87 87 107 107
Obs. 2,610 1,305 3,210 1,605

Note: Random-effects panel estimates; in parentheses: p-values based on bootstrapped robust
standard errors clustered on session level; in brackets: 95% confidence interval of coefficient esti-
mate based on standard errors clustered on individual and session level (bootstrapped). SR is a
dummy variable that equals 1 in treatment SR and 0 in treatment IR.

Column (2) suggests that the treatment effect is somewhat weaker in the second half of

the experiment, it is still highly significant. This suggests that subjects with satisfactory

or worse math grades employ choice bracketing even after they gained experience. For

subjects with high math grades, we find no comparable difference in stage-1 investments

across treatments. The estimated coefficients across all decision rounds and in the second

half of the experiment are insignificant and close to zero. Taken together, the pattern we

observe is consistent with the hypothesis that choice bracketing is particularly relevant

among decision makers who face cognitive limitations.

To address the question whether subjects with low self-reported math grade merely fail

to understand the instructions provided for the decision environment they subsequently

encounter in the experiment, we investigate whether the treatment effect is related to the

number of incorrectly answered control questions.17 A greater number of mistakes could

be an indication for confusion or misunderstanding of the strategic situation.18 Table 6

provides the means of stage-1 investments for both treatments for different sub-samples.

Excluding subjects who have problems with the control questions leaves the main finding

unaffected: Stage-1 investment choices are higher in the IR than in the SR treatment even

when considering only subjects who answer all questions correctly. Moreover, we find that

17Notice that all participants eventually had to answer all control questions correctly before the exper-
iment started, as this was a requirement for the experiment to begin.

18The translated version of all control questions is provided in Appendix C. The original German
version is available from the authors upon request.
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Table 6: Stage-1 Investments by Treatment and Mistakes in Control Questions

SR IR

n mean n mean

all observations 100 35.494 100 45.238

# mistakes ≤ 3 99 35.391 93 44.096

# mistakes ≤ 2 96 35.478 90 41.517

# mistakes ≤ 1 73 32.894 70 41.450

# mistakes = 0 33 28.510 32 44.000

misunderstanding reflected in incorrectly answered control questions is not systematically

related to cognitive ability as approximated by the self-reported math grade. The corre-

lation coefficient between these characteristics is 0.037 (p-value 0.5486). Taken together,

this evidence provides further support for our hypothesis that the experimental results

are not driven by misunderstandings of the experimental task, but rather by cognitive

ability limitations that induce choice bracketing as a means to reduce complexity.

Risk Aversion in Small-Stakes Lotteries. Another possible indicator for narrow

bracketing (that might be related to cognitive limitations) is the degree of risk aversion

revealed in the standard lottery-choice tables used in the experimental literature as a

means to elicit risk attitudes. As argued by Rabin (2000), risk averse behavior in lotteries

involving extremely small stakes compared to an individual’s total wealth implies incredi-

bly high degrees of risk aversion when extrapolated to risky choices involving larger stakes.

The typical explanation for this type of behavior is that individuals narrowly bracket their

choices in the lab and fail to integrate their overall wealth or even their typical experimen-

tal earnings, see, e.g., Rabin and Thaler (2001). Instead, subjects make choices as if their

wealth was zero in the respective situation. Thus, while elicited choices can still be useful

in predicting risky choices in real life situations (see, e.g., Dohmen et al., 2011), elicited

risk aversion might also be an indicator for narrow bracketing. Intuitively, decision makers

who reveal high degrees of risk aversion in small-stakes lotteries arguably fail to integrate

their overall wealth when bracketing choices over uncertain outcomes. It therefore seems

plausible that those subjects also bracket narrowly in the strategic interaction considered

here. Alternatively, elicited risk aversion might reflect cognitive limitations of subjects

in environments that involve uncertainty.19 In both cases, revealed risk aversion could

19Consistent with the latter view, Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, and Sunde (2010) document a correlation
between cognitive skills and risk attitudes as revealed in choices between safe payments and lotteries
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Figure 5: Difference in Stage-1 Investments across IR and SR by Decision Round
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be related to the treatment effect if choice bracketing is responsible for the difference in

stage-1 investments across treatments.

A particular feature of our treatment design is that risk attitudes per se do not dif-

ferently affect behavior across treatments if subjects are exclusively interested in their

final wealth. Given that final payoffs are independent of the reward frame – as discussed

in more detail in section 2.2 – we do not face the problem of separating ‘pure risk’ from

‘narrow bracketing’ or ‘cognitive limitation’ dimensions of the elicited risk measure. Only

in one special case this separation might be difficult, namely if decision makers evaluate

stage-outcomes rather than final payoffs and, at the same time, their preferences satisfy

decreasing absolute risk aversion. In this case, investment incentives might be affected by

wealth effects in the direction observed in the data.20 The separate evaluation of stage-

payoffs rather than of final payoffs is itself some form of narrow bracketing, however.

Moreover, both the qualitative stage-2 investment pattern and the quantitative stage-1

investment pattern across treatments is inconsistent with this explanation. First, even

though numerical simulations suggest that stage-1 investment is higher in this case for

IR than for SR, in line with what is observed in the experimental data, the predicted

difference across treatments is rather small in size, even for extremely high degrees of risk

aversion. This implies that this explanation based on risk aversion is unable to explain

quantitatively the substantial stage-1 treatment effect that is observed in the data. Sec-

ond, numerical simulations also indicate that stage-2 investments should be lower for IR

than for SR if this explanation is correct. However, this prediction is in contrast to what

involving small stakes.
20Strictly speaking, wealth effects matter whenever preferences do not satisfy constant absolute risk

aversion. Existing empirical studies find no evidence that preferences satisfy increasing absolute risk
aversion, which is why we omit this case in the subsequent discussion. Details available upon request.
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Table 7: Small Stakes Risk Aversion and Stage-1 Investment Across Treatments

Stage-1 Investment

risk averse risk neutral/seeking

(1) (2) (4) (5)

Treatment SR -22.074 -16.533 -2.946 1.611
(0.001) (0.037) (0.587) (0.597)

[-34.944; -9.203] [-32.039; -1.026] [-13.572; 7.680] [ -4.357; 7.578]

Rounds all 16–30 all 16–30
Round FE yes yes yes yes

Sessions 10 10 10 10
Individuals 57 57 120 120
Obs. 1,710 855 3,600 1,800

Note: Random-effects panel estimates; in parentheses: p-values based on bootstrapped robust
standard errors clustered on session level; in brackets: 95% confidence interval of coefficient esti-
mate based on standard errors clustered on individual and session level (bootstrapped). SR is a
dummy variable that equals 1 in treatment SR and 0 in treatment IR.

we observe in the data. If anything, the average stage-2 investment is slightly higher (and

not lower) in the IR treatment than in the SR treatment, see Table 2.21 As a consequence,

in what follows we view elicited risk aversion either as a measure for the inclination to

bracket narrowly, or alternatively as a proxy for cognitive limitations of subjects in envi-

ronments that involve uncertainty.

Figure 5 shows the average stage-1 investment difference across treatments IR and SR

by decision round separately for subjects classified as risk neutral or risk loving, and for

subjects whose choice reveal risk aversion.22 The figure reveals that the stage-1 treatment

effect is much larger for risk averse than for risk neutral subjects throughout. Moreover,

the treatment effect observed in the subgroup of risk neutral subjects disappears after

a few rounds, while it remains positive throughout in the subgroup of risk averse sub-

jects. Regression analysis confirms this pattern. Table 7 presents the regression output

of separate estimations for the two subgroups, where the sample is split by subjects’ risk

aversion as revealed in incentivized low-stakes lottery-choices. The estimates support the

pattern displayed in Figure 5, with significant treatment differences in stage-1 investment

choices for individuals that exhibit risk averse behavior, see columns (1) and (2). There

is no significant treatment difference for subjects that make approximately risk-neutral

21Details on numerical simulations are available from the authors upon request.
22Nothing changes if we drop subjects that are classified as risk loving and only compare those subjects

who exhibit risk neutral and risk averse behavior. Overall, choices of 120 subjects reveal risk neutrality
or risk seeking, while choices of 57 subjects are consistent with risk aversion. The remaining 23 subjects
behave inconsistently and switch multiple times between the lottery and the safe payoff.
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Figure 6: Control Treatments: SRc (left) and IRc (right)
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choices according to the estimates provided in columns (3) and (4).

4.3 Control Treatments

To further explore the validity and robustness of the choice-bracketing explanation, we

designed two control treatments, SRc and IRc. In these control treatments, subjects

chose stage-1 investments – just as in the main treatments SR and IR – but they did not

choose stage-2 investments – in contrast to the main treatments. In particular, the stage-2

interaction was replaced by a lottery that subjects either win or lose with equal probability.

The sequence of events illustrated in Figure 6 shows that the lottery implements the

same stage-2 winning probability as the (symmetric) equilibrium behavior in the stage-

2 interaction that it replaces. Apart from this difference, the sequence of events, the

values of all rewards as well as the labels attached to these rewards were identical across

treatments SR/IR and SRc/IRc, respectively.

Rational-Choice Model. The prediction from the standard rational-choice model that

stage-1 investment choices are unaffected by the reward frame still holds in the control

treatments. If decision makers correctly assess the value of winning the stage-1 interaction,

which is composed of a sure win plus lottery in IRc, and of a payoff-equivalent lottery in

SRc. Stage-1 investment choice are thus predicted to be identical across treatments:23

x1(SRc) = x1(IRc) . (7)

Choice Bracketing. The choice-bracketing prediction is affected by the missing stage-2

investment choice, however. First, the fact that only one decision has to be made removes

the most natural dimension around which decision makers might bracket, namely the two

choices. Second, the decision problem is arguably much simpler in the control treatments,

given that stage-2 winning probabilities are exogenously given rather than endogenously

23Stage-1 investment is also predicted to be quantitatively somewhat higher than in the main treatments
due to the lack of costly stage-2 investment in the control treatments.
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Table 8: Experimental Results – Control Treatments

SRc IRc

Stage-1 Investment (x∗
1) 59.906 47.944

(4.105) (2.492)

Note: The numbers denote average investment observed in all
rounds across individuals (in experimental currency). Standard
errors are provided in parentheses.

determined by the choices of the two decision makers competing on stage-2. In particular,

in the control treatments, there is no need for decision makers to think either about own

stage-2 investment or stage-2 investment by the opponent when choosing own stage-1

investment. In this sense, even decision makers with cognitive capacity limitations are

likely to take all rewards into account in the control treatments. This suggests that stage-

1 investments are likely to be equal across the control treatments even in a model that

incorporates choice bracketing. However, one might argue that the predictions regarding

stage-1 investments of decision makers who bracket narrowly are even reversed in the

control treatments. In particular, decision makers who succeed on stage 1 of treatment

SRc receive a sure and immediate reward of 72, and on top a lottery that delivers 96 or

0 with equal probabilities. A decision maker who is successful on stage 1 of treatment

IRc, however, receives no immediate reward that is directly associated to the investment

choice; the only reward is associated with the lottery that delivers 168 or 72 with equal

probabilities on stage 2 – see Figure 6. In this sense, reward and choice are disconnected

in IRc, but not in SRc. This implies that decision makers who fail to integrate rewards

that are linked to choices and lottery rewards – and in this sense bracket narrowly – might

actually invest higher amounts in SRc than in IRc simply because they assign different

values to rewards that are linked to choices as compared to rewards that are linked to a

lottery. Taken together, the impact of choice bracketing on stage-1 investments of decision

makers in treatments SR and IR should either be absent in the control treatments SRc

and IRc given that decision makers can no longer bracket around their choices and that

complexity is reduced – or even reversed if decision makers fail to integrate rewards that

are linked to choices and lottery rewards:

x1(SRc) ≥ x1(IRc) . (8)
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Results. Table 8 displays the average stage-1 choices across subjects in treatments

SRc and IRc. In contrast to the pattern observed in treatments SR and IR, subjects’

stage-1 investment in the control treatments is now higher (not lower) in the ‘separate-

reward’ than in the ‘immediate-reward’ frame (59.906 vs. 47.944). Table 9 presents the

corresponding regressions for statistical inference, using the same empirical framework

as before. Column (1) estimates the average treatment effect across all decision rounds

controlling for round fixed effects. The estimated coefficient suggests that the difference

in mean stage-1 investment is statistically significant. In particular, stage-1 investment is

significantly higher in SRc than in IRc. This suggests that subjects fail to fully integrate

lottery rewards when making their investment choice. In particular, it appears that

subjects discount rewards they receive from a lottery as compared to rewards that can be

linked to investment choices. This pattern is consistent with decision making under narrow

bracketing in the sense that decision makers fail to integrate all payoff consequences of

their actions into their choices. Columns (2) and (3) indicate that this relation across

control treatments SRc and IRc is not as robust as the corresponding (opposite) result

we observed for our main treatments SR and IR – potentially due to the comparatively

lower number of independent observations. In particular, the estimated coefficient for

the treatment effect is not statistically significant once control variables are added – see

Column (2) – and only weakly significant and lower when restricting attention to the

second half of the experiment.24

When analysing the data at the individual level, we find no evidence that subjects

with comparatively low cognitive abilities are particularly prone to choice bracketing in

the control treatments.25 In particular, using the self-reported math grade as a proxy

for cognitive capacity of experimental subjects, the treatment effect for subjects who

are satisfactory or worse in math, or good or very good in math, respectively, is almost

identical – in contrast to what we observed in the main treatments. Consequently, it

seems that cognitive capacity is not a general proxy for narrow bracketing, but instead

only important in sufficiently complex decision environments. Said differently, the failure

of experimental subjects to integrate deterministic and stochastic rewards appears to

be unrelated to cognitive capacity. This might explain why previous studies that rely

on choices between simple lotteries and that thus consider decision environments with a

degree of complexity that is similar to the one in the control treatments – as, e.g., Rabin

24Table 14 in Appendix A presents the corresponding estimation results for investment choices averaged
at the session level. In this case, the respective difference across control treatments is only significant at
the 10% level in the baseline specification in Column (1), and not significant when considering medians
(in Column (2)) or restricting attention to the second half of the experiment (in Column (3)).

25If anything, the estimated coefficient across all decision rounds is slightly higher for subjects who
are good or very good in math, as compared to subjects who are satisfactory or worse. The coefficient
estimates are statistically insignificant in both cases, however. Details available upon request.
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Table 9: Testing Equality of Stage-1 Investment Across Control Treatments

Stage-1 Investment

(1) (2) (3)

Treatment SRc 11.962 8.413 5.897
(0.021) (0.209) (0.084)

[3.970; 19.95] [-4.477; 21.304] [-0.796; 12.590]

Rounds all all 16–30
Round FE yes yes yes
Controls no yes no

Sessions 4 4 4
Individuals 80 71 80
Obs. 2,400 2,130 1,200

Note: Random-effects panel estimates; in parentheses: p-values based on boot-
strapped robust standard errors clustered on session level; in brackets: 95%
confidence interval of coefficient estimate based on standard errors clustered
on individual and session level (bootstrapped). SRc is a dummy variable that
equals 1 in treatment SRc and 0 in treatment IRc. Control variables include
gender, risk attitudes, econ major, self-reported math scores, as well as the
number of mistakes in the control questions.

and Weizsäcker (2009) – find no link between measures of cognitive capacity and the

propensity of decision makers to bracket narrowly.

Just as in the main treatments, however, we still find that subjects whose choices

exhibit risk aversion in small-stakes lotteries are more likely to bracket narrowly. The

respective regression output is provided in Table 10.26 Column (1) provides the estimated

treatment effect for the subgroup of risk neutral or risk seeking subjects. Even though the

estimated coefficient is positive, it is far from being significant at conventional levels. Ac-

cording to Column (2), however, the treatment effect is much larger and highly significant

for the subgroup of subjects whose choices exhibit risk aversion in small-stakes lotteries.

This suggests that the failure of subjects to integrate their wealth when evaluating small-

stakes lotteries might indeed be a proxy for narrow-bracketing behavior in other settings.

When further disaggregating the data of this subgroup by decision rounds, however, we

find that the treatment effect disappears as subjects gain experience. In particular, the

estimated coefficient is sizeable and highly significant in the first half of the experiment

(see Column (3) for details), but much smaller and insignificant in the second half of the

experiment according to Column (4) – in contrast to what we find in the main treatments,

suggesting that experience may facilitate broad bracketing in comparatively simple, but

26For details on the estimation, please refer to the table notes.
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Table 10: Small-Stakes Risk Aversion and Stage-1 Investment Across SRc and IRc

Stage-1 Investment

risk neutral/seeking risk averse

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treatment SRc 7.771 16.535 29.141 3.929
(0.238) (0.026) (0.004) (0.419)

[-5.140; 20.681] [1.941; 31.128] [9.482; 48.799] [-5.592; 13.449]

Rounds all all 1–15 16–30
Round FE yes yes yes yes

Sessions 4 4 4 4
Individuals 41 32 32 32
Obs. 1230 960 480 480

Note: Random-effects panel estimates; in parentheses: p-values based on bootstrapped robust
standard errors clustered on session level; in brackets: 95% confidence interval of coefficient esti-
mate based on standard errors clustered on individual and session level (bootstrapped). SRc is a
dummy variable that equals 1 in treatment SRc and 0 in treatment IRc.

not in complex decision environments.

Overall, stage-1 investment choices in the control treatments are clearly affected dif-

ferently by the framing of rewards than the corresponding choices in the main treatments

SR and IR. In particular, we find no evidence that decision makers omit the option value

of stage-2 participation in a ‘separate-reward’ frame once endogenous, choice related win-

ning probabilities are replaced by exogenous winning probabilities that are unrelated to

both own investment choices and investment choices of the opponent. This indicates that

the complex decision environment and the possibility to bracket narrowly around choices

matter for the stage-1 investment difference we observe across the main treatments SR

and IR. In addition, the control treatments provide evidence for a different type of narrow

bracketing according to which it matters whether choices lead to immediate rewards as in

SRc, or instead to indirect gains as a consequence of lottery outcomes (as in IRc). Behav-

ior in the control treatments suggests that the failure of experimental subjects to integrate

deterministic and stochastic rewards appears to be unrelated to cognitive capacity. This

suggests that cognitive capacity limitations induce narrow bracketing only if the decision

environment is sufficiently complex. Risk aversion in small stakes lotteries appears to be a

proxy for narrow bracketing behavior both in simple and complex decision environments,

however.
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5 Discussion and Alternative Explanations

The previous analysis not only shows that the treatment effect observed across the main

treatments SR and IR is consistent with the choice bracketing explanation, but additionally

provides evidence indicating that plausible determinants of choice-bracketing behavior

such as cognitive capacity limitations or elicited risk aversion in small-stakes lotteries

matter for the effect we observe. Finally, evidence from the control treatments shows that

the treatment effect can be reversed if reward and choice are disconnected and complexity

is reduced – consistent with the presumption that decision makers who bracket narrowly

fail to integrate rewards linked to choices and lottery rewards. One might nevertheless

argue that there are alternative explanations for the observed pattern. In the following,

we discuss some plausible candidates.

Reward Frame Differences That Are Unrelated to Choice Bracketing. It could

be that aspects of the reward frame that are unrelated to the choice-bracketing explanation

– such as the sequence of events, the label attached to rewards in the instructions, or

the particular two-digit and three-digit numbers chosen for these rewards – explain the

treatment effect we observe across the main treatments SR and IR. In particular, decision

makers in treatment IR might make their stage-1 decisions based on the information that

they receive either 168 or 72 units, provided they reach stage 2. In other words, subjects

in IR choose stage-1 investments in the face of the total amount of prize money that can

be appropriated in the contest. In contrast, subjects in treatment SR might decide on their

stage-1 investment having in mind that they first compete for 72 units on stage 1 and that

in addition, a reward of 96 units can be won if they succeed on stage 2. In this sense, the

reward frame in treatment SR essentially hides the 72-unit reward for the winner in the

parallel stage-1 interaction, such that the total rewards might appear smaller in SR than in

IR. Alternatively, it could be that decision makers invest more on stage 1 of the ‘integrated-

reward’ frame than on stage 1 of the ‘separate-reward’ frame because they prefer later

rewards over immediate rewards – in contrast to predictions of standard discounting

models that would suggest the opposite. The problem with these explanations is that

the main and the control treatments are identical in all these dimensions. Consequently,

treatment effects should have the same sign across main and control treatments if one of

these aspects were important. However, the data reveal that main and control treatments

deliver different behavioral patterns. Given that the treatment effects appear to work

in opposite directions across main and control treatments, reward frame differences that

are unrelated to the choice-bracketing explanation are unlikely to matter for the observed

pattern.
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Loss Aversion, Myopic Loss Aversion, and Probability Weighting. The liter-

ature has typically considered choice bracketing and loss aversion in combination even

though these behavioral concepts are not necessarily related. One might nevertheless

conjecture that loss aversion without choice bracketing can rationalize the observed pat-

tern. Before we discuss how loss aversion might affect behavior across treatments, note

that experimental subjects cannot make losses in the experiment, since the lowest possi-

ble payoff in any decision round is determined by the share of the endowment that is not

invested and by rewards that are received. Given that subjects receive the same endow-

ment in every decision round and that transfers across decision rounds are impossible,

payoffs are necessarily positive in every round. Moreover, subjects receive feedback after

every decision round about their positive payoff. Loss aversion could thus only matter

if subjects ignore their endowment when choosing their stage-1 and stage-2 investment

and when computing their payoffs – even though they are informed that the (remaining)

endowment determines the amount that can be invested, and even though they repeatedly

receive feedback on positive payoffs at the end of each decision round.

For the sake of completeness, assume that experimental subjects fail to take account

of the endowment they receive. Consider a very simple representation of loss aversion

in terms of a piece-wise linear utility function.27 The optimization problem of a loss-

averse agent i who competes against another loss-averse agent with the same degree of

loss aversion can then be written as

max
xi

p(xi, xj)[P − xi] + [1− p(xi, xj)]b(−xi)

where P is the reward, xj is the investment of the opponent, and b > 1 is the degree

of loss aversion applied to a reference point of zero. In this contest, the equilibrium

investment is given by xi = P
3+b

. If decision makers bracket broadly and have the same

reference point (that is related to final outcomes) in both treatments, the predictions for

the differences across our two main treatments SR and IR are the same as for the standard

rational-choice framework. Intuitively, the only effect of loss aversion on choices is that

equilibrium investments are below the rational-choice benchmark with risk-neutral agents

in both stages of the main treatments SR and IR, as well as on stage-1 of the control

treatments for any b > 1.

Even though loss aversion without choice bracketing cannot rationalize the observed

pattern, one might still argue that myopic loss aversion – a combination of loss aversion

and narrow bracketing – can better explain what we observe. In order to address this

27See, e.g., Cornes and Hartley (2012) for a similar representation.
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point, assume the same representation of loss aversion as before, and that decision makers

bracket choices narrowly in SR, but not in IR (as suggested by the findings in the main

treatments). Such a setting delivers similar predictions as a model with choice bracketing

alone. To see this, suppose decision makers integrate their gain for winning stage 1

in treatment SR when choosing their stage-2 investment. This delivers the same set of

predictions as for narrow bracketing without loss aversion.28 Consequently, myopic loss

aversion cannot better explain the observed pattern in the data, suggesting that choice

bracketing rather than loss aversion is the relevant element for the explanation.

Finally, one might argue that probability weighting matters. It is not entirely clear

how probability weighting might affect behavior in the main treatments. In particular, it

is unclear how to think of probability weighting in a setting of strategic interactions where

winning probabilities are determined endogenously rather than imposed exogenously, and

where the equilibrium probability is 0.5. Probability weighting could be important in the

control treatments, however, since the stage-1 investment decision is much simpler and

the stage-2 lottery comprises exogenous probabilities. In particular, decision makers face

only one investment decision in the controls, and they do not have to form expectations

regarding choices of future opponents. Presume that stage-1 investment choices are af-

fected by the value that decision makers attach to the compound lottery that delivers 72

for sure plus 96 and 0 with probability 0.5 each, relative to the value they attach to the

simple lottery that delivers 168 and 72 with probability 0.5 each. If the weight attached

to a probability of 0.5 is close to 0.5 – as suggested by, e.g., Fehr-Duda and Epper (2012)

– probability weighting would not greatly affect the theoretical predictions. Evidence by

Tversky and Kahneman (1992) or van der Kuilen and Wakker (2011), however, suggests

that the weight attached to a probability of 0.5 might in fact be slightly below 0.4, imply-

ing that rewards are seen as more valuable in SRc than in IRc – consistent with what we

observe in the experimental data. In particular, the value of winning in SRc would then

be 1 · 72 + 0.4 · 96 = 110.4, compared to 0.4 · 72 + 0.4 · 168 = 96 in IRc. Investments are

close to half of the reward in the main treatments, suggesting empirical investment levels

of roughly 55 in SRc and 48 in IRc. Given that this is close to what we observe, prob-

ability weighting is a potential alternative to our preferred explanation based on narrow

bracketing.

Summing up, loss aversion is unlikely to matter for the treatment effect we observe,

since the endowment ensures positive payoffs in every decision round – independent of the

choices made. Moreover, loss aversion cannot explain the observed patterns in isolation,

and myopic loss aversion delivers the same predictions as the choice-bracketing model

28In particular, we would expect that x2(SR) = x2(IR) and x1(SR) < x1(IR) hold.
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without loss aversion. Probability weighting, however, might potentially be relevant for

the behavioral patterns observed in the control treatments.

Status Concerns and Joy of Winning. An alternative explanation for the observed

behavior could be status concerns related to the performance in the contest, or joy of

winning. Joy of winning alone cannot explain the treatment differences, however, inde-

pendent of whether the concept is applied to the entire interaction or separately to each of

the two stages. To see this, notice that joy of winning would somehow have to be related

to the reward at stake at each stage, either by complementing or substituting a mone-

tary reward. Maintaining the standard assumption of broad bracketing, final rewards are

identical across both treatments, as should be the psychological benefit of prevailing on

all stages of the contest. In order to explain why stage-1 investment in IR (which involves

no immediate monetary reward) exceeds stage-1 investment in SR (which involves an im-

mediate monetary reward), one might be tempted to assume that the joy of winning is

inversely related to the respective reward at stake. If joy of winning substitutes mon-

etary rewards (thus delivering higher investments when the immediate reward on stage

1 is zero) this might indeed explain the observed treatment difference in stage-1 invest-

ments. However, this argument itself involves some sort of choice bracketing and focusing

on nominal values, and it is contradicted by the finding of equal investment on stage 2

(where rewards are unequal). Moreover, the reverse finding in the control treatments –

where the reward structure is identical to the main treatment – also speaks against this

explanation. Taken together, while it is not implausible that joy of winning affects in-

vestment choices, it seems hard to construct an explanation for the observed behavioral

patterns in the main and the control treatments based on such a mechanism without the

need for additional assumptions that are potentially even stronger than those invoked by

the choice-bracketing explanation.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented novel evidence for the prevalence and the determinants of nar-

row choice bracketing from lab experiments that implement framing variations of the

reward structure in two-stage elimination contests. The experimental results suggest that

different frames affect behavior of decision makers by influencing their perception of the

consequences associated with their decisions. In particular, the data suggest that decision

makers bracket narrowly and treat stage-1 and stage-2 investment choices as separate if

success on each stage of the contest is separately rewarded, as in the “separate reward”
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frame. If rewards for success are integrated across stages, however, as in the “integrated

reward” frame where stage-1 winners receive no immediate reward for winning stage 1,

decision makers appear to bracket broadly instead and take account of future stage-2

rewards already when competing on stage 1. When disaggregating the data by individ-

ual characteristics to investigate potential determinants of narrow bracketing, we find

that cognitive limitations influence whether and to what extent decision makers bracket

narrowly in complex decision environments. Using self-reported math grades as a proxy

for cognitive ability, it appears that the effect of the reward frame on behavior quickly

disappears for subjects with relatively high cognitive skills as they gain experience. Sub-

jects with comparably lower cognitive skills tend to bracket choices narrowly throughout

all decision rounds, however. Evidence from control treatments suggests that cognitive

limitations do not affect whether and to what extent decision makers bracket narrowly in

simpler decision environments. When interpreting this finding, one should keep in mind

that all subjects in the sample are university students and thus more likely to belong to

the top than to the bottom half of the ability distribution. Given that even these sub-

jects tend to bracket narrowly on average, choice bracketing is likely to be an even more

important behavioral determinant for the general population.

The results of this paper have important practical implications for the design of promo-

tion contests. When thinking about the sequence of events in typical promotion contests,

the “separate reward” frame, which induces narrow rather than broad bracketing, appears

to be the one of more practical relevance. In particular, it appears natural to assume that

workers who are promoted from one hierarchy level to the next receive an immediate re-

ward for this promotion in terms of a pay rise – as in the “separate reward” frame. On the

other hand, it seems unrealistic to stipulate that the reward for promotion from one level

to the next is delayed until the identity of the worker who is promoted to the top-level

position is determined – as in the “integrated reward” frame. This implies for human re-

source management that in realistic career ladder environments employees might not fully

account for the option value of future promotions. This highlights the importance of ex-

plicitly communicating the potential future gains inherent in any promotion to employees

to avoid narrow bracketing on a given career stage. In addition, our findings suggest that

it might be an optimal strategy to delay rewards in order to induce broad bracketing by

decision makers. In particular, the combination of low immediate and high future rewards

might help to ensure that decision makers bracket broadly. Even though future benefits

are likely to be discounted in reality, they might help to induce forward-looking behavior,

providing an alternative reason for the preference for a particular timing of the revelation

of information than investigated in the literature (e.g, Zimmermann, 2015). In this sense,
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the results presented in this paper provide an alternative behavioral explanation for the

frequent use of strongly convex reward structures in corporate contexts.
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Appendix

A Additional Results

Table 11: Testing Equality of Stage-2 Investment Across Treatments

Stage-2 Investment

Mean Median Mean

(1) (2) (3)

Treatment IR 3.504 1.973 0.843
(4.338) (4.507) (3.887)

Rounds all all 16–30
Round FE yes yes yes

Groups 10 10 10
Obs. 300 300 150

Note: Random-effects panel estimates, robust standard er-
rors (in parentheses). IR is a dummy variable that equals
1 in treatment IR and 0 in treatment SR. Session means for
stage-2 investment are the outcome variable in columns (1)
and (3), while median values are considered in column (2).

Table 12: Testing Equality of Stage-1 Investment Across Treatments

Stage-1 Investment

Mean Median Mean

(1) (2) (3)

Treatment IR 9.744∗∗∗ 3.277∗∗∗ 5.235∗∗

(3.414) (1.010) (2.547)

Rounds all all 16–30
Round FE yes yes yes

Groups 10 10 10
Obs. 300 300 150

Note: Random-effects panel estimates, robust standard er-
rors (in parentheses). IR is a dummy variable that equals
1 in treatment IR and 0 in treatment SR. Session means for
stage-1 investment are the outcome variable in columns (1)
and (3), while median values are considered in column (2).
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Table 13: Individual Characteristics by Treatment

SR IR

n mean s.d. n mean s.d.

Econ Department 100 0.47 0.502 100 0.46 0.501

Gender (male=1) 100 0.59 0.494 100 0.49 0.502

Math Grade 96 2.427 1.129 98 2.360 1.115

Risk Attitude 90 10.289 4.453 87 10.126 4.220

Control Questions 100 1.030 1.087 100 1.200 1.287

Note: Subjects with inconsistent risk preferences were excluded. A switching point
at 11 is optimal for risk-neutral individuals; therefore, values below (above) 11
indicate that a subject is risk averse (loving). Grades in mathematics are on a
scale from 1 to 6, where 1 is the best grade.

Table 14: Testing Alternative Explanations: Results from Control Treatments

Stage-1 Investment

Mean Median Mean

(1) (2) (3)

Treatment IRc -11.962∗ -5.897 -5.658
(6.792) (3.677) (8.359)

Rounds all all 16–30
Round FE yes yes yes

Groups 4 4 4
Obs. 120 120 60

Note: We use a random-effects panel estimator with robust
standard errors (in parentheses). IRc is a dummy variable
that equals 1 in treatment IRc and 0 in treatment SRc. Ses-
sion means for stage-1 investment are the outcome variable in
columns (1), (2), and (3), while median values are considered
in column (4).

B Experimental Instructions

The experimental instructions consist of three parts: First, experimental subjects receive

some general information about the experimental session. Then, they are informed about

the main treatment (Experiment 1), which is either the SR or the IR specification (both

versions are provided). Finally, subjects receive instructions for the elicitation of risk

attitudes (Experiment 2).
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WELCOME TO THIS EXPERIMENT AND THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
PARTICIPATION 

 
 
General Instructions: 
 
You will participate  in 2 different experiments  today. Please stop  talking  to any other participant of 
this experiment from now on until the end of this session.   In each of the two experiments, you will 
have  to make certain decisions and may earn an appreciable amount of money. Your earnings will 
depend upon several factors: on your decisions, on the decisions of other participants, and on random 
components, i.e. chance. The following instructions explain how your earnings will be determined. 
 
The experimental currency is denoted Taler. In addition to your Taler earnings in experiments 1 and 
2, you receive 3 EURO show‐up  fee. You may  increase your Taler earnings  in experiments 1 and 2, 
where 2 Taler equal 1 Euro‐Cent, i.e.  
 

200 Taler correspond to 1 Euro. 
 
At the end of this experimental session your Taler earnings will be converted  into Euro and paid to 
you in cash. 
 
Before  the  experimental  session  starts,  you  receive  a  card with  your  participant  number. All  your 
decisions in this experiment will be entered in a mask on the computer, the same holds for all other 
participants  of  the  experiment.  In  addition,  the  computer will  determine  the  random  components 
which are needed in some of the experiments. All data collected in this experiment will be matched to 
your participant number, not to your name or student number. Your participant number will also be 
used for payment of your earnings at the end of the experimental session. Therefore, your decisions 
and the information provided in the experiments are completely anonymous; neither the experimenter 
nor anybody else can match these data to your identity. 
 
We will start with experiment 1, followed by experiment 2. The instructions for experiment 2 will only 
be distributed right before this experiment starts, i.e. subsequent to experiment 1.  
 
You will receive your earnings in cash at the end of the experimental session. 
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Experiment 1    [IR] 
 

Overall, there are 30 decision rounds with two stages each in Experiment 1. The course of events is the 
same in each decision round. You will be randomly and anonymously placed into a group of four 
participants in each round, and the identity of participants in your group changes with each decision 
round.  
 

Course of events in an arbitrary decision round 
All four participants of each group receive an endowment of 240 Taler at the beginning of a decision 
round. The endowment can be used to buy a certain amount of balls in two subsequent stages of a 
decision round. It is important to note that you receive one endowment only which must suffice to 
buy balls in both stages. The costs for the purchase of a ball are the same for all participants: 
Participants have to pay 1.00 Taler for each ball they buy in stage 1 or stage 2, i.e. 
 

1 ball    costs  1.00 Taler 
2 balls  cost    2.00 Taler 

               (and so on) 
 

When deciding how many balls you want to buy, you do not know the decision of other participants. 
Also, your decision is not revealed to any other participant.  
 

All interactions in the experiment are pairwise. Assume that you are in one group with participant A, 
participant B, and participant C. Then, you interact with participant A in stage 1, while participants B 
and C simultaneously meet each other in the second stage 1 interaction. If you reach stage 2, you will 
interact either with participant B or C, depending on the outcome in the second stage 1 interaction. In 
stage 1, there are two ballot boxes: 
 

• all balls bought by you or participant A are placed in ballot box 1 
• all balls bought by participants B and C are placed in ballot box 2 

 

One ball is randomly drawn from each ballot box, and each ball drawn with the same probability. The 
two participants whose balls are drawn from ballot box 1 and 2, respectively, reach stage 2; the 
decision round is over for the other two participants (whose balls were not drawn), i.e. they drop out 
from this decision round. Any participant has to pay the balls he or she bought in stage 1, whether or 
not he/she reached stage 2. The respective amount is deducted from the endowment.  
 

The two participants who reached stage 2 do again buy a certain number of balls, using whatever 
remains from the endowment they received after costs for balls in stage 1 were deducted. The balls are 
then placed into ballot box 3. One ball is randomly drawn from ballot box 3. The participant whose 
ball is drawn receives the main prize of 168 Taler. The other participant of stage 2, whose ball is not 
drawn from ballot box 3, receives a runner-up prize of 72 Taler. Independent of the prize which a 
stage 2 participant receives, he/she does always have to pay for the balls bought in stage 2. 
Participants who did not reach stage 2 do not receive any prize. 
 

Let's take a closer look at the random draw of balls from ballot boxes. Assume, for example, that all 
balls which you bought are green colored, and that you interact with participant A in stage 1. Then, 
the probability that one of your balls is drawn (such that you make it to stage 2) satisfies 
 

𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩 𝐩𝐢 𝐝𝐩𝐩𝐝𝐠) =
# 𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢

# 𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢+ # 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢 𝐩𝐩 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 𝐀
 

 

where # is short for number. The same probability rule does also hold for other participants in your 
group. Consequently, the probability that one of your balls in drawn is higher 

• the more balls you purchased 
• the less balls the other participant with whom you interact purchased. 

 
The computer simulates the random draw of a ball. If all participant of a group of two choose to buy 
zero balls, each participant wins with the same probability of 50%.  
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Your Payoff 
Assume that you bought "X1" balls in stage 1, and that you buy "X2" balls whenever you reach stage 2. 
Then, there are three possibilities for your payoff: 
 

1) None of your balls is drawn in stage 1 

       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐝𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗𝐗 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩       
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗𝐗 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩        

 

2) one of your balls is drawn from the ballot box in stage 1; in stage 2, none of your balls is drawn 
       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐝𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗𝐗 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 −  𝐗𝟐 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 +  𝐩𝐘𝐠𝐠𝐠𝐩 𝐘𝐩 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠     
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗𝐗 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  −  𝐗𝟐 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 +        𝟕𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  

 
3) one of your balls is drawn from the ballot box in stage 1; also, one of your balls is drawn in stage 2 
       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐝𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗𝐗 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 −  𝐗𝟐 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩   +      𝐞𝐩𝐩𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠     
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗𝐗 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 −  𝐗𝟐 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩   +       𝐗𝟏𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 
 

Therefore, your payoff is determined by the following components: by the number of balls you buy in 
stage 1 ("X1"); by the number of balls you buy in stage 2 ("X2") if you reach it; by up to two random 
draws (one of your balls is drawn/not drawn in stage 1 and potentially stage 2). The same holds for 
any other participants of the experiment.  
 
Information:  
 

• After you made your decision in stage 1, you are informed whether or not you can participate 
in stage 2, i.e. whether or not one of your balls was drawn from ballot box 1. 

• If you did not reach stage 2, you are informed about how many balls participant A bought in 
stage 1.  
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• If you reach stage 2, you receive information about the remaining endowment (after costs for 
the purchase in stage 1 are deducted. 

• After you made your decision in stage 2, you learn whether or not one of your balls was 
drawn from ballot box 3 and how many balls the participants who you met in stages 1 and 2, 
respectively, bought. Further, you learn your payoff for the respective decision round. 

 
Decision: In each of the 30 decision rounds you have to decide how many balls you want to buy in 
stage 1. If you reach stage 2, you face a similar decision in stage 2. In both cases, you have to enter a 
number into a field on the computer screen. An example of the decision screen in stage 1 is shown 
below.  
 

 
 

Your Total Payoff: Four out of 30 decision rounds are paid. These rounds are randomly determined, 
i.e., the probability that some decision round is paid is identical ex-ante for all 30 decision rounds. You 
will receive the sum of payoffs for the respective decision rounds. 
 
Remember: 
You receive an endowment of 240 Taler at the beginning of each decision round and have to decide 
how many balls you want to buy in stage 1; if you reach stage 2, you have to decide again. Overall, 
there are three additional participants in each group who face the same problem. The identity of these 
participants is randomly determined in each decision round. Every participant has to pay 1.00 Taler 
for each ball he/she buys in stage 1 or stage 2. Two prizes are awarded: the main prize of 168 Taler for 
the participant whose ball is drawn in stage 2, and the runner-up prize of 72 Taler for the other 
participant of the stage-2 interaction. 
 
If you have any questions, please raise your hand now! 
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Experiment 1    [SR] 
 

Overall, there are 30 decision rounds with two stages each in Experiment 1. The course of events is the 
same in each decision round. You will be randomly and anonymously placed into a group of four 
participants in each round, and the identity of participants in your group changes with each decision 
round.  
 

Course of events in an arbitrary decision round 
All four participants of each group receive an endowment of 240 Taler at the beginning of a decision 
round. The endowment can be used to buy a certain amount of balls in two subsequent stages of a 
decision round. It is important to note that you receive one endowment only which must suffice to 
buy balls in both stages. The costs for the purchase of a ball are the same for all participants: 
Participants have to pay 1.00 Taler for each ball they buy in stage 1 or stage 2, i.e. 
 

1 ball    costs  1.00 Taler 
2 balls  cost    2.00 Taler 

               (and so on) 
 

When deciding how many balls you want to buy, you do not know the decision of other participants. 
Also, your decision is not revealed to any other participant.  
 

All interactions in the experiment are pairwise. Assume that you are in one group with participant A, 
participant B, and participant C. Then, you interact with participant A in stage 1, while participants B 
and C simultaneously meet each other in the second stage 1 interaction. If you reach stage 2, you will 
interact either with participant B or C, depending on the outcome in the second stage 1 interaction. In 
stage 1, there are two ballot boxes: 
 

• all balls bought by you or participant A are placed in ballot box 1 
• all balls bought by participants B and C are placed in ballot box 2 

 

One ball is randomly drawn from each ballot box, and each ball drawn with the same probability. The 
two participants whose balls are drawn from ballot box 1 and 2, respectively, receive an intermediate 
prize of 72 Taler and reach stage 2; the decision round is over for the other two participants (whose 
balls were not drawn), i.e. they drop out from this decision round and receive no prize. Any 
participant has to pay the balls he or she bought in stage 1, whether or not he/she reached stage 2. The 
respective amount is deducted from the endowment.  
 

The two participants who reached stage 2 do again buy a certain number of balls, using whatever 
remains from the endowment they received after costs for balls in stage 1 were deducted. This implies 
that the intermediate prize which stage 2 participants received at the end of stage 1 cannot be used to 
purchase balls. All purchased balls are placed into ballot box 3. One ball is randomly drawn from 
ballot box 3. The participant whose ball is drawn receives the main prize of 96 Taler. Independent of 
whether or not a participant receives the main prize, he/she does always have to pay for the balls 
bought in stage 2. 
 

Let's take a closer look at the random draw of balls from ballot boxes. Assume, for example, that all 
balls which you bought are green colored, and that you interact with participant A in stage 1. Then, 
the probability that one of your balls is drawn (such that you make it to stage 2) satisfies 
 

𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩 𝐩𝐢 𝐝𝐩𝐩𝐫𝐠) =
# 𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢

# 𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢+ # 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢 𝐩𝐩 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 𝐀
 

 

where # is short for number. The same probability rule does also hold for other participants in your 
group. Consequently, the probability that one of your balls in drawn is higher 

• the more balls you purchased 
• the less balls the other participant with whom you interact purchased. 

 

The computer simulates the random draw of a ball. If all participant of a group of two choose to buy 
zero balls, each participant wins with the same probability of 50%.  
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Your Payoff 
Assume that you bought "X1" balls in stage 1, and that you buy "X2" balls whenever you reach stage 2. 
Then, there are three possibilities for your payoff: 
 

1) None of your balls is drawn in stage 1 

       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗𝐗 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩       
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗𝐗 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩        

 

2) one of your balls is drawn from the ballot box in stage 1; in stage 2, none of your balls is drawn 
       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗𝐗 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 −  𝐗𝟐 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 +  𝐩𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐩𝐞𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠     
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗𝐗 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  −  𝐗𝟐 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 +        𝟕𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  

 
3) one of your balls is drawn from the ballot box in stage 1; also, one of your balls is drawn in stage 2 
       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗𝐗 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 −  𝐗𝟐 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩   +      𝐞𝐩𝐩𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠     
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗𝐗 ∗  𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 −  𝐗𝟐 ∗ 𝐗 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩   +       𝐗𝟏𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 
 

Therefore, your payoff is determined by the following components: by the number of balls you buy in 
stage 1 ("X1"); by the number of balls you buy in stage 2 ("X2") if you reach it; by up to two random 
draws (one of your balls is drawn/not drawn in stage 1 and potentially stage 2). The same holds for 
any other participants of the experiment.  
 
Information:  
 

• After you made your decision in stage 1, you are informed whether or not you can participate 
in stage 2, i.e. whether or not one of your balls was drawn from ballot box 1. 

• If you did not reach stage 2, you are informed about how many balls participant A bought in 
stage 1.  
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• If you reach stage 2, you receive information about the remaining endowment (after costs for 
the purchase in stage 1 are deducted. 

• After you made your decision in stage 2, you learn whether or not one of your balls was 
drawn from ballot box 3 and how many balls the participants who you met in stages 1 and 2, 
respectively, bought. Further, you learn your payoff for the respective decision round. 

 
Decision: In each of the 30 decision rounds you have to decide how many balls you want to buy in 
stage 1. If you reach stage 2, you face a similar decision in stage 2. In both cases, you have to enter a 
number into a field on the computer screen. An example of the decision screen in stage 1 is shown 
below.  
 

 
 

Your Total Payoff: Four out of 30 decision rounds are paid. These rounds are randomly determined, 
i.e., the probability that some decision round is paid is identical ex-ante for all 30 decision rounds. You 
will receive the sum of payoffs for the respective decision rounds. 
 
Remember: 
You receive an endowment of 240 Taler at the beginning of each decision round and have to decide 
how many balls you want to buy in stage 1; if you reach stage 2, you have to decide again. Overall, 
there are three additional participants in each group who face the same problem. The identity of these 
participants is randomly determined in each decision round. Every participant has to pay 1.00 Taler 
for each ball he/she buys in stage 1 or stage 2. If one of your balls is drawn in stage 1, you receive an 
intermediate prize of 72 Taler. If, in addition, one of your balls is drawn in stage 2, you additionally 
receive the main prize of 96 Taler. 
 
If you have any questions, please raise your hand now! 
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Experiment 1   [IRc]  
 

Overall, there are 30 decision rounds with two stages each in Experiment 1. The course of events is the 
same in each decision round. You will be randomly and anonymously placed into a group of four 
participants in each round, and the identity of participants in your group changes with each decision 
round.  
 

Course of events in an arbitrary decision round 
All four participants of each group receive an endowment of 240 Taler at the beginning of a decision 
round. The endowment can be used to buy a certain amount of balls in stage 1 of a decision round. 
The costs for the purchase of a ball are the same for all participants: Participants have to pay 1.00 Taler 
for each ball they buy in stage 1, i.e. 
 
 

1 ball    costs  1.00 Taler 
2 balls  cost    2.00 Taler 

               (and so on) 
 

When deciding how many balls you want to buy, you do not know the decision of other participants. 
Also, your decision is not revealed to any other participant.  
 

Interactions in stage 1 of the experiment are pairwise. Assume that you are in one group with 
participant A, participant B, and participant C. Then, you interact with participant A in stage 1, while 
participants B and C simultaneously meet each other in the second stage 1 interaction. If you reach 
stage 2, you will meet either participant B or C, depending on the outcome in the second stage 1 
interaction.  
In stage 1, there are two ballot boxes: 
 

• all balls bought by you or participant A are placed in ballot box 1 
• all balls bought by participants B and C are placed in ballot box 2 

 

One ball is randomly drawn from each ballot box, and each ball drawn with the same probability. The 
two participants whose balls are drawn from ballot box 1 and 2, respectively, reach stage 2; the 
decision round is over for the other two participants (whose balls were not drawn), i.e. they drop out 
from this decision round. Any participant has to pay the balls he or she bought in stage 1, whether or 
not he/she reached stage 2. The respective amount is deducted from the endowment.  
 

The two participants who reached stage 2 meet each other on stage 2. One of the two participants is 
randomly selected and receives the main prize of 168 Taler, while the other stage-2 participant receive 
a runner-up prize of 72 Taler. Any participant who reaches stage 2 is selected with the same 
probability. 
 

Let's take a closer look at the random draw of balls from ballot boxes. Assume, for example, that all 
balls which you bought are green colored, and that you interact with participant A in stage 1. Then, 
the probability that one of your balls is drawn (such that you make it to stage 2) satisfies 
 

𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩 𝐩𝐢 𝐝𝐩𝐩𝐝𝐠) =
# 𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢

# 𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢+ # 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢 𝐩𝐩 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 𝐀
 

 

where # is short for number. The same probability rule does also hold for other participants in your 
group. Consequently, the probability that one of your balls in drawn is higher 

• the more balls you purchased 
• the less balls the other participant with whom you interact purchased. 

 
The computer simulates the random draw of a ball. If all participant of a group of two choose to buy 
zero balls, each participant wins with the same probability of 50%.  
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Your Payoff 
Assume that you bought "X" balls in stage 1. Then, there are three possibilities for your payoff: 
 

1) None of your balls is drawn in stage 1 

       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐝𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗 ∗ 𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩       
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗 ∗  𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩        

 

2) one of your balls is drawn from the ballot box in stage 1; the other stage-2 participant is randomly 
selected in stage 2 

       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐝𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗 ∗ 𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  +  𝐩𝐘𝐠𝐠𝐠𝐩 𝐘𝐩 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠     
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗 ∗  𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  +        𝟕𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  

 
3) one of your balls is drawn from the ballot box in stage 1; the other stage-2 participant is randomly 

selected in stage 2 
       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐝𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗 ∗ 𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩   +      𝐞𝐩𝐩𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠     
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗 ∗  𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩   +       𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 
 

Therefore, your payoff is determined by the following components: by the number of balls you buy in 
stage 1 ("X"), and by up to two random draws (one of your balls is drawn/not drawn in stage 1; you 
are randomly selected in stage 2 or not). The same holds for any other participants of the experiment.  
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Information:  
 

• After you made your decision in stage 1, you are informed whether or not you can participate 
in stage 2, i.e. whether or not one of your balls was drawn from ballot box 1. 

• If you did not reach stage 2, you are informed about how many balls participant A bought in 
stage 1.  

• If you reach stage 2, you learn whether or not you were randomly selected by the computer to 
receive the main prize. Further, you learn your payoff for the respective decision round. 

 
Decision: In each of the 30 decision rounds you have to decide how many balls you want to buy in 
stage 1. You have to enter a number into a field on the computer screen. An example of the decision 
screen in stage 1 is shown below.  
 

[screenshot] 
 

 
Your Total Payoff: Four out of 30 decision rounds are paid. These rounds are randomly determined, 
i.e., the probability that some decision round is paid is identical ex-ante for all 30 decision rounds. You 
will receive the sum of payoffs for the respective decision rounds. 
 
Remember: 
You receive an endowment of 240 Taler at the beginning of each decision round and have to decide 
how many balls you want to buy in stage 1. Overall, there are three additional participants in each 
group who face the same problem. The identity of these participants is randomly determined in each 
decision round. Every participant has to pay 1.00 Taler for each ball he/she buys in stage 1. Two prizes 
are awarded: the main prize of 168 Taler for the participant whose is randomly selected in stage 2, and 
the runner-up prize of 72 Taler for the other participant of the stage 2 interaction. 
 
If you have any questions, please raise your hand now! 
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Experiment 1   [SRc] 
 

Overall, there are 30 decision rounds with two stages each in Experiment 1. The course of events is the 
same in each decision round. You will be randomly and anonymously placed into a group of four 
participants in each round, and the identity of participants in your group changes with each decision 
round.  
 

Course of events in an arbitrary decision round 
All four participants of each group receive an endowment of 240 Taler at the beginning of a decision 
round. The endowment can be used to buy a certain amount of balls in stage 1 of a decision round. 
The costs for the purchase of a ball are the same for all participants: Participants have to pay 1.00 Taler 
for each ball they buy in stage 1, i.e. 
 

1 ball    costs  1.00 Taler 
2 balls  cost    2.00 Taler 

               (and so on) 
 

When deciding how many balls you want to buy, you do not know the decision of other participants. 
Also, your decision is not revealed to any other participant.  
 

Interactions in stage 1 of the experiment are pairwise. Assume that you are in one group with 
participant A, participant B, and participant C. Then, you interact with participant A in stage 1, while 
participants B and C simultaneously meet each other in the second stage 1 interaction. If you reach 
stage 2, you will meet either participant B or C, depending on the outcome in the second stage 1 
interaction.  
In stage 1, there are two ballot boxes: 
 

• all balls bought by you or participant A are placed in ballot box 1 
• all balls bought by participants B and C are placed in ballot box 2 

 

One ball is randomly drawn from each ballot box, and each ball drawn with the same probability. The 
two participants whose balls are drawn from ballot box 1 and 2, respectively, receive an intermediate 
prize of 72 Taler and reach stage 2; the decision round is over for the other two participants (whose 
balls were not drawn), i.e. they drop out from this decision round and receive no prize. Any 
participant has to pay the balls he or she bought in stage 1, whether or not he/she reached stage 2. The 
respective amount is deducted from the endowment.  
 

The two participants who reached stage 2 meet each other on stage 2. One of the two participants is 
randomly selected and receives the main prize of  

96 Taler 
Any participant who reached stage 2 is selected with the same probability. 
 

Let's take a closer look at the random draw of balls from ballot boxes. Assume, for example, that all 
balls which you bought are green colored, and that you interact with participant A in stage 1. Then, 
the probability that one of your balls is drawn (such that you make it to stage 2) satisfies 
 

𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩(𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩 𝐩𝐢 𝐝𝐩𝐩𝐝𝐠) =
# 𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢

# 𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐠𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢+ # 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐢 𝐩𝐩 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 𝐀
 

 

where # is short for number. The same probability rule does also hold for other participants in your 
group. Consequently, the probability that one of your balls in drawn is higher 

• the more balls you purchased 
• the less balls the other participant with whom you interact purchased. 

 

The computer simulates the random draw of a ball. If all participant of a group of two choose to buy 
zero balls, each participant wins with the same probability of 50%.  
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Your Payoff 
Assume that you bought "X" balls in stage 1. Then, there are three possibilities for your payoff: 
 

1) None of your balls is drawn in stage 1 

       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐝𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗 ∗ 𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩       
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗 ∗  𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩        

 

2) one of your balls is drawn from the ballot box in stage 1; the other stage-2 participant is randomly 
selected in stage 2 

       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐝𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗 ∗ 𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  +  𝐩𝐠𝐩𝐠𝐩𝐞𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠     
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗 ∗  𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  +        𝟕𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩  

 
3) one of your balls is drawn from the ballot box in stage 1; the other stage-2 participant is randomly 

selected in stage 2 
       𝐘𝐩𝐘𝐩 𝐏𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐏𝐏 = 𝐠𝐠𝐝𝐩𝐝𝐞𝐠𝐠𝐩     −  𝐗 ∗ 𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩   +      𝐞𝐩𝐩𝐠 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐠     
                                   = 𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩          − 𝐗 ∗  𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩   +       𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝐓𝐩𝐩𝐠𝐩 
 

Therefore, your payoff is determined by the following components: by the number of balls you buy in 
stage 1 ("X"), and by up to two random draws (one of your balls is drawn/not drawn in stage 1; you 
are randomly selected in stage 2 or not). The same holds for any other participants of the experiment.  
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Information:  
 

• After you made your decision in stage 1, you are informed whether or not you can participate 
in stage 2, i.e. whether or not one of your balls was drawn from ballot box 1. 

• If you did not reach stage 2, you are informed about how many balls participant A bought in 
stage 1.  

• If you reach stage 2, you learn whether or not you were randomly selected by the computer to 
receive the main prize. Further, you learn your payoff for the respective decision round. 

 
Decision: In each of the 30 decision rounds you have to decide how many balls you want to buy in 
stage 1. You have to enter a number into a field on the computer screen. An example of the decision 
screen in stage 1 is shown below.  
 

[screenshot] 
 

Your Total Payoff: Four out of 30 decision rounds are paid. These rounds are randomly determined, 
i.e., the probability that some decision round is paid is identical ex-ante for all 30 decision rounds. You 
will receive the sum of payoffs for the respective decision rounds. 
 
Remember: 
You receive an endowment of 240 Taler at the beginning of each decision round and have to decide 
how many balls you want to buy in stage 1. Overall, there are three additional participants in each 
group who face the same problem. The identity of these participants is randomly determined in each 
decision round. Every participant has to pay 1.00 Taler for each ball he/she buys in stage 1. If one of 
your balls is drawn in stage 1, you receive an intermediate prize of 72 Taler. If you are randomly 
selected in stage 2, you additionally receive the main prize of 96 Taler. 
 
If you have any questions, please raise your hand now! 
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Experiment 2  
 
In Experiment 2, you will face 21 decisions. Each decision is a choice between option 1 and option 2. 
Each  choice affects you own payoff, but not  the payoff of any other participant of  the  experiment. 
When choosing option 1, your payoff is affected by chance, while option 2 implies a certain payment. 
You may be asked, for example, whether you prefer option 1, in which you receive either 400 Taler or 
0 Taler with a 50% chance, or if you rather like option 2, which implies a sure payoff of c Taler. In the 
experiment, you will have to choose the option you prefer. This decision problem would be presented 
to you as follows: 
 

Option 1  Option 2    Your Choice 
 

with 50% probability   400 Taler  
with 50% probability       0 Taler 

with certainty c Taler        Option 1                             Option 2 

 
As previously mentioned, you will  encounter  21 decision problems of  this kind. Your payoff  from 
Experiment 2 is determined as follows: 
At the end of all experiments, one of the 21 decision problems will be randomly chosen for each expe‐
rimental participant. The option you chose in this decision problem determines your payoff. Assume, 
for example,  that  the previous example  is chosen  for you, and  that you preferred option 1 over op‐
tion 2. Then, you would receive 400 Taler or 0 Taler, each with a probability of 50%. Whether you re‐
ceive 400 Taler or 0 Taler is determined by a simulated random draw of the computer.  
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C Control Questions

Overall, subjects of the experimental sessions where asked to answer seven control ques-

tions. Each control questions provided subjects with three alternative answers, only one

of which is correct. Five questions where identical across treatment, two were different.

We start with the questions which were identical in both treatments:

1. How many other experimental subjects do you meet in each stage 1 interaction?

• 1 other subject.

• 2 other subject.

• 3 other subject.

2. How many points does it cost you to buy 10 balls?

• 7.50 points.

• 10.00 points.

• 15.00 points .

3. Assume that you bought 100 balls on stage 1. Then, what is the maximal number

of balls that you can still buy on stage 2?

• 140 balls.

• 160 balls.

• 200 balls.

4. What is the probability that one of your balls is drawn on stage 1 if all subjects of

the experiment bought 20 balls on stage 1?

• 25%.

• 50%.

• 55%.

5. What is your payoff in some decision round if you bought 30 balls on stage 1 and

50 balls on stage 2, and one of your balls is drawn on stage 1 and on stage 2?

• 328 points.

• 362 points.

• 408 points.
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The two remaining questions in treatment SR are:

6. In which case do you receive the 72 points prize? If

• you buy at least 80 balls on stage 1.

• you buy more balls on stage 1 than anybody else.

• one of your balls is drawn from your stage 1 ballot box.

7. In which case do you additionally receive the main prize of 96 points? If

• you reach stage 2.

• you buy more balls in both stages than anybody else.

• one of your balls is drawn from the stage 2 ballot box.

The two remaining questions in treatment IR are:

6. In which case do you receive the runner-up prize of 72 points? If

• you buy at least 80 balls on stage 1.

• you reach stage 2 and a ball from the other stage 2 subject is drawn.

• one of your balls is drawn from the stage 2 ballot box.

7. In which case do you receive the main prize of 168 points? If

• you reach stage 2.

• you buy more balls in both stages than anybody else.

• one of your balls is drawn from the stage 2 ballot box.
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